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Security

New Look on Campus

Student Security will have a new look on campus in the near future. For the past two years, the campus security force has been comprised of foot patrol and had been allowed to dress accordinly. Some of the reasons for this are that they are not supposed to be police, and would probably be able to have a better rapport with the majority of the student body if they were to be uniformed. All this is about to be changed. Effective as of March 20, all guards must wear laced shoes, pants that are not faded, patched, ripped, etc., and a shirt with a collar. This in itself does not seem like much, but in September, 1972, all guards will wear the shoes of the student treasurer, a shirt with a collar, and a tie which will be strictly adhered to. When I asked guard Peter Medley to comment, he said, "We all know where this thing is going. They won't stop with this until we all look like IBM robot boys." There is not one person on the security force in favor of these regulations. In fact, a small poll of guards (141) revealed that 91 percent of those questioned were opposed to any type of dress regulation for security. The reason given for the change in dress code is that now, with the new Master's program in Business, there will be many influential businessmen on campus. Therefore, there should be a "dress" appealing security force so that the businessmen would be further inclined to contribute money to the college. It is important to note that these are not Mr. Aderholdt's regulations but Mr. Campbell's. It is the general consensus of the security force that the dress regulations will have the tendency to create the impression of the force as being "rigid" instead of fellow students with a job to do. Guard Louris Carter was asked his impression of the new regulations. "I'm no far as Marist College Security's objective is concerned, I feel this new dress code to be hindering not helping our office's operations, in that the whole idea behind a student security force is to be able to relate to the rest of the college community on the student level. Any show of authority (i.e. businessman's attire) is only defeating the purpose of the student security force. They might just as well hire full-time uniformed guards to patrol the campus." When questioned about the issue, many of the guards refused to comment for fear of losing their jobs. In my personal opinion, they have good reason to fear losing their jobs. Mr. Campbell has all the power around here, and he has just proved it again. This is a classic example of the way he operates and runs the school. He has completely disregarded the duties, needs and rights of the student body. For the whole of the guards, for the wishes of the students, or for the probable, resentment, and harassment that might come of simply asking for concern or care for the type of person they will work with. Although nothing has been said about it yet, we all know that haircuts and shaving will be coming soon. It has to. When you talk redness for the money-minded, you are talking: about short hair; and we all know it. The real important thing about this issue is the blatant way the students were walked over; as usual. There is no such thing as student power here, and won't be while we have no voice in the economics of the college. The students here might as well just wake up and realize this: as far as any security concerned, we are nothing but $13,000 a year, and can be drained out of us. We are not people, just economic units. To be treated as such.

Theology Department?

by Dr. Best

At the recent faculty composition, a student referred to the "Theology department," at Marist, even though each department exists. There is a department of religious studies. The changed name refers to a different entity. A theology department teaches the theology or belief system of one particular religion. The former Marist theology department taught the theology or belief system of Roman Catholicism. A department of religious studies teaches about the beliefs and rituals, practices and social relationships of traditional and newly-emerging religious systems. While a department of religious studies does not include the teaching of Christian Catholic theology, it takes an infinitely broader intellectual perspective. And department members aim to teach in an objectivist and non-prescriptive manner. A special word about newly-emerging religious systems. At Marist many students and perhaps many faculty claim they have not "turned off" on God, Christ and Church. Perhaps some have rightly rejected caricatures which they received in earlier departments. Risho said at Vatican Council II: "Believers can have more than a little to do with the birth of atheism. To the extent that they expect their own training in the field, or teach erroneous doctrine, or are deficient in their religious, moral, or social life, the lives of religious hypocrisy make poor arguments for traditional religion."

Gregory House Appealed

Dr. Malvin J. Michaelson, Chairman of the King Committee, notified the Residance Office on Wednesday, March 15, 1972, that this particular committee wished to appeal the decision of the Inter House Council which awarded Gregory House to the Living Learning Experience, on procedural grounds. The appeal has been directed to the office of Dean Thomas Wade to whom the issue was referred to an Ad Hoc committee of the Student Affairs Committee. This Ad Hoc committee will hold a closed hearing on Monday, March 27, to determine whether or not the King Committee has valid grounds for appeal. HANK HAMMER, President Inter House Council

Blood Bank

In Wednesday's Marist Blood Bank drive 127 students donated approximately one pint of blood. This is an improvement over last semester when 115 pints of blood, thanks in extended to those who were willing to forfeit their time and efforts in order to make this drive a successful one.

As always there has been a dire need for blood throughout the state, as well as the country, to aid society in daily life. Through contribution to the blood bank a sufficient amount of blood can be on hand at all times in City Hospitals. These contributions, however, are also used in researching. At the blood research center the units of blood are processed into components through the use of modern technology, thus doing the job of 2 or 4 units. Plasma and other elements are removed from the blood to provide other products for specific compassion needs.

Since 1972 Marist students donated, the entire College Community will benefit in that they, their spouses, their parents on both sides, and all dependent children will be covered for an unlimited supply of blood. Yet these benefits cease upon departure of any student from the Marist Community. The donors, in particular will receive special coverage in that he will be covered for one full year from his donation, even if he leaves the College Community. Thanks is extended to Mr. Muthoff for his planning and organization as Blood Bank chairman, and to those that assisted him.

In October of next semester another blood bank drive will be scheduled, it is hoped that at this time more students will contribute to this worthy cause.
26% of New Yorkers Attend College

Ward's World's

PROGRESS IS IT IMPROVEMENT?

It seems that in this age of modern technology, society is moving forward at an astonishing pace. The benefits of progress are evident in every aspect of life, from the way we communicate to the way we travel. However, the question arises: is progress always a positive thing? Are there consequences that we should consider when embarking on new technologies or advancements?

The effects of progress on our environment are a matter of concern. As technology advances, the demand for resources increases. This can lead to depletion of natural resources, pollution, and climate change. Furthermore, the rapid advancement of technology can also lead to a loss of traditional skills and knowledge.

Another consideration is the impact on society. With the rise of automation, many jobs are becoming obsolete. This can lead to a significant increase in unemployment and economic inequality. Additionally, the rapid pace of progress can cause a sense of dislocation and anxiety among individuals who feel left behind.

On the other hand, progress can bring about significant improvements in our quality of life. Medical advancements have led to cures for diseases that were once deadly. Communication technology has allowed us to connect with people around the world instantly. Transportation has become more efficient, allowing us to travel to faraway places with ease.

In conclusion, progress is not inherently good or bad. It is a double-edged sword that requires careful consideration of both its benefits and potential negative consequences. As we continue to advance, it is important to reflect on how we can maximize the benefits while minimizing the risks associated with progress.

AlTERNATIVES

The PURPOSE OF THIS COLUMN IS TO..."
26% of New Voters Attend College

Ward’s Word's

PROFESSOR'S IMPROVEMENT

It seems to me that in this age of modern technology, society is facing new challenges. The rapid development of technology has influenced almost every aspect of our lives. It has enhanced communication, improved efficiency, and created new opportunities. However, it has also raised concerns about the impact of technology on our daily lives.

In other words, the balance of technology and society is crucial. If we do not address this issue properly, we may face potential problems in the future. Therefore, it is essential for us to consider the following points:

1. The importance of education: As technology advances, the need for education also increases. It is crucial for us to equip ourselves with the necessary skills and knowledge to adapt to the rapidly changing world.

2. The need for ethical considerations: It is essential to ensure that technology is used ethically and responsibly. We must consider the potential consequences of our actions and ensure that we do not harm others.

3. The role of technology in society: Technology is a powerful tool that can be used to benefit society. However, we must ensure that it is used for the greater good and that it does not undermine our values.

In conclusion, the relationship between technology and society is complex. It is crucial for us to address this issue responsibly and ensure that technology is used for the betterment of society.

The Concert

A unique experience for kids

Children’s Theatre Plans

Children’s Theatre plans for the coming season include a variety of performances. The theatre plans to present a range of shows, from puppetry to musicals and plays. The theatre aims to provide a diverse range of programming for all ages.

FREE CONCERT TODAY

At 4:00 p.m.
Campus Theatre

50,000 JOBS

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT CAREER OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS

This National Agency Of Student Employment Has Recently Completed A Nationwide Research Program Of Jobs Available To College Students. The Results of this Research Will Be Fully Described In The Following Statements:

Letters to the Editors

Correction Please

Dear Editor,

I am writing this letter to correct an error made in my previous article. In my previous article, I stated that North Carolina had the highest percentage of students in public institutions. However, the correct information is that Texas has the highest percentage of students in public institutions.

Sincerely,
[Name]

From Maestro

The maestro was a master of the orchestra's performance. He directed the musicians with precision, ensuring that each note was played with the right emotion and timing. His conducting was flawless, and the audience was captivated by his指挥.

Charley

To the Editors,

The C.U.B. Film Program announces its next event, "Charley," on Monday, March 7th at 7:00 p.m. in the Theatre.

Gaelic Society Dinner Dance

Performed by the Irish Dancers

LEADER'S ASS'T

In only 3 months — $9,000 or more to start

Call to order FREE R.S.V.P. ONLY

Circled+

Circled+

From the Editors

The C.U.B. Film Program presents "Charley," a film directed by Charlie Chaplin, on Monday, March 7th at 7:00 p.m. in the Theatre.
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The Circle K club’s six week Marching Bowling League enters into its final competition. The first competition was held on Tuesday, with four of the ten teams vying for the number one spot. The competition will continue until Thursday, when the top three will capture first place. Zeez will hold with the entire league for the sake of having a point above the fourth place team. 6th floor cafeteria.

Last week’s scorer’s were led by a 226 game and a 366 series totaled by, Joe Mink and George DeCortichetti, both of the same team. Zeez and 200 games respectively. The highest team for the week was Varsity, by a margin of 500 points.

GOLF SEASON ARRIVES!

On Friday, March 24, 6 p.m., St. Peter’s will be a Trinity meeting for all those interested in joining the Varsity Golf team. This Nassau College — and the AC. Weekly ALL-STAR TEAM.

Joe Scott, playing his best golf, and turned over a few rounds. The game statistics, such as 150 — 25 and 22 rebounds. Joe’s fantastic ability showed them throughout the season and throughout his basketball career here at Trinity.

Presently, Joe is the holder of the team’s all-time scoring and rebounding records. He is expected to be a star on the high level and rebound record.

Putting all together, Joe Scott is the most valuable player and leadership and off the court has been of major importance to the respectable basketball record of this season.

AWARENESS WEEK

In response partly to the first semester’s convocation on residence hall issues and partly to the University Day messages (19 of 31) of Chaminade House, a week of scheduled activities opened the community were just completed, from March 13-18. Nine events were planned in the spirit of a house choosing the proper residence hall, and to involve the political issues as well.

Today’s theme was: "Awareness Week," Bob Sammern and Jim Elliot and other students in the house composed a spiritual service in multimedia, the media, and the unknown and community living. Father Gallant was invited and was most rewarding of the quality.

On Tuesday, Peter Feminni, a former drug addict, now working on drug rehabilitation and reform, spoke before a student group and provided an interesting as well as disturbing talk at the look of the life of a drug addict.

"1991," based on George Orwell’s famous novel of the future was the theme of the week’s convocation. The film was shown on Wednesday night. Shown four times throughout the night, the film never ceases to create some disturbing thoughts about what we take for granted.

The film, organized, and run mainly through the work of Jim Condon, Bob Lynch and Dave Pritish proved by far to be the best of the week. The student, hard pressed to decide between his valedictory groups, was the Savio, the Savio, the Savio, with melodrama starring Cindy Bodenhiser, John Petraglia, Dave Shayman, and Jim Corbett, first prize. Jack Simon, provided the music for the event, and the room was accepting the hour of Bob Lynch from House 1 and playing the guitar singing vocal selections from A Song for the Life of Life, an excellent coffee house style, with a second prize. Third Prize was awarded to Robbie Mangardi, who performed some original music.

Friday night, students of the master Sander Singer from Taiwan, came to town for the week’s lounge to conduct an interview with Condine Yee on the topic of the unknown, and what is the experience for all who participated.

On Sunday, both Marsh and Zachas Lynch performed for us, provided; a warm and pleasant conclusion to the house week.

What is to be said about the week itself is irrelevant unless the person who was manifest to the attitude to which young people will be able to understand, the whole year round.

In addition, a beautiful vitality displayed by the students of House 1 during this week, I am sure will help this attitude present a vibrant feeling through years to come. I would like to take this time to thank publicly all the people who made it possible, from within and without.

The Varsity Crew are spending thirteen days in Florida, beginning March 30th, with a stop in Lake Buena Vista, Florida and rowing in Winter Haven, Florida. They will row in the Cypress Gardens Invitational on March 1st and also be held in Winterhaven. This race will be held on April 2nd and the main event will contain against as follows: Florida Atlantic University, Institute of Technology, Jacksonville University, College of Saint Thomas of Alabama, East Carolina University. The Saint Thomas regatta is the oldest in the country. The biggest challenge that Marit will face will be the University of Alabama Institute of Technology.

The ceremonies will be training in double session each day, in sessions and will be taking advantage of the good warm weather. This trip to Florida is part of their spring training, and they will be deciding the seating arrangement of the rowers on the shell, which is very important.

The odometer who will be either — coach, Vincent Green, Assistant Coach, Men’s Basketball, and Ralph (Dray) Davis, COM 286, at Mayo (L50).

By Jim Voelter

Power to the People

Mike Smith

In Memorium
Schools and stores closed in Plymouth, N.H., when Paul Arnold was buried on March 14. This more than anything else shows how highly Paul was thought of in the small New England town where he was named Arthur Director at Plymouth in 1925. Paul Arnold was a few days before his untimely death, following a heart seizure on March 11 in New York. A fine 49-year-old man, Paul was a coach from 1926 to 1938. He was also a football broadcaster who was widely respected for his knowledge of the game, are the head man of the University of Florida Institute of Technology.

Plymouth will miss Paul as all who were privileged to have known him in Pawtucket and at Marit.

In Memoriam

Circle Announces Road Rallye

The Circle K club’s Road Rallye. In the upcoming weeks the weather will change: To celebrate the Circle K will sponsor an upcoming road rallye. Students will participate (Administration, Faculty and Students). The Rallye will end with the free trip. First price: a lunch trip to Pike, Second Price: a bus trip. Niagara Falls.

Requirements: 1 Car, 1 Driver, 1 Navigator and a lot of patience. Income from the rallye will be used to cover the cost of the goodie.

Watch the Circle K for further information and details. In the Circle.

Mike Smith — 1972

Richard Cotter, Jr. Steve Mc

In Memorium

MADELY

Cowell, Mark, Connor, O'brien, Jr., Joe McHugh, So, John O'Neill, Oscar, Conwell, Mike (Mikie) Haw, Frost, Frank Baldasario.

In Memorium
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